US law schools as boxes
This committee, established in 2000, has been charged with thinking “out-ofthe-box.” While the reports that comprised its first round of activity provided
some provocative perspectives on the challenges confronting US legal
education, they could all be faulted for remaining within one box – the box
created by the walls and associated requirements and practices of America’s
law schools.
For reasons largely self-evident most research on and discussion of US legal
education is “law-school-centric” – focusing on the formal and informal
curricula, student activities, changes in values, skills, and career goals that
occur between matriculation in and graduation from America’s law schools.
And needless to say, rather than considering all of the nation’s law schools
most discourse about legal education is limited to that set, now numbering
187, accredited by the ABA.
This largely holds true for analysis about the process by which prospective
students and law schools match up with one another.
To the extent that activities bearing on the flows of students into legal
education located away from the nation’s law schools are subjects for concern
they are commonly mapped onto individual law schools. Recruitment of
potential matriculants can most realistically be viewed (and is increasingly
spoken of) as law school marketing – outreach carried out by law schools in
competition with one another. To the extent that it has prompted collective
efforts to “increase the pool” or “affect the pipeline” collective affirmative
action initiatives have broken out of this school-centered approach, but only
partially and occasionally.

The options US legal education offers potential students in
comparison with those offered by graduate professional
programs in other fields
This study starts out from two “outside-the-box” vantage points. Rather than
viewing legal education from the perspective of an individual law school
(either specific or hypothetical) or of the collectivity represented by America’s
187 ABA approved schools, we begin with the huge number of individuals
who each year consider whether to invest the time and money necessary to
acquire a JD degree. This population includes the nearly one hundred
thousand men and women who comprise the annual law school “applicant
pool.” It includes as well the uncounted others who choose not to apply. We
focus on the choices this population must make and the effect on those
choices of deeply-entrenched patterns in the delivery of JD education. The

hypothesis we shall explore is that compared to program options available in
other fields of graduate professional education (this panel’s second vantage
point), ABA-accredited law schools are far less flexible in time, place, and
manner. And that this relative inflexibility has inevitable consequences on the
choices that prospective students make, both the threshold decision on
whether to enter a JD degree program, and the connected selection among law
schools.
What are the inflexibilities that are illuminated by looking at other
professional programs?
Among them are: 1) the minimum number of days of classes in an academic
year and their required distribution through the week and year; 2) the
insistence that 80% of the required minimum instruction be classroom
instruction (with tight limits on the substitution of on-line learning), and 3)
severe constraints on the use of satellite or branch facilities.
Taken together they say to the men and women contemplating a JD education:
“To get this degree you must be able to attend classes in a law school facility
for a substantial portions of every week throughout the better part of eight
months a year – for either three years or four depending on your course load.”
And the possible consequences?
Potential students may forego a legal education
For others the choice of law school is severely constrained
The costs of a JD (out of pocket, relocation, and opportunity cost) are far
greater than they need be
And these adverse effects are likely to be greater for older individuals, for
individuals with families, for women, for those without financial resources
other than their own earnings, and quite plausibly for individuals of color

MBA and JD applicants compared
By contrast men and women contemplating a graduate degree in management,
the MBA, are advised by the Graduate Management Admissions Council that
they have a wider set of options, including importantly the executive MBA
format and totally online programs. The GMAC web site offers useful
guidance on the advantages and disadvantages of the different types of MBA
programs. Boiled down the implicit advice is that a full-time MBA program
conventionally offered by a premier institution is ideal for those who can
afford both the time and costs, but for those many for whom that ideal is outof-reach the alternatives can be very attractive.

Nearly 70% of those matriculating in US law schools using LSAC in 20012002 were 25 and younger. Nearly 80% were 27 and younger. The
percentage of law school entrants who were 28 through 34 years old was
under 15; 35 and above under 10. The women entering law school were
younger than the men. In other words proportionately fewer women than men
were over 27, 18% versus 22%. (The percentage of older students was lower
for Caucasians (17.6% over 27) than Blacks (19.7% over 27) and other
minorities). The substantially larger population of men and women applying
to the same institutions during the 2001-02 cycle was older. In other words a
higher proportion of law school applicants who are over the age of 27 do not,
in the end, enroll than is true for younger applicants.
A decade earlier in 1991-1992 the overall percentages and relationships were
very much the same except that the percentage of women law school
matriculants over 35 exceeded that for men (9.3% versus 7.2%).
The age profile of the men and women enrolling in graduate management
programs is starkly different. Less than one-third of those taking the GMAT
(Graduate Management Admission Test) in 2000-01 were 25 and younger.
Only one-half were 27 and younger. The big difference between the law and
management pools lies in the segment that is 28 through 34 years old. The
percentage of management applicants in that segment is more than twice that
for law (36.5 versus 13.7). In management as in law the female portion of the
pool is younger than the male. While 40% (40.7%) of the male GMAT-takers
in 2000-01 were 28 through 34, the figure for females was ten percentage
points smaller (29.6%).
Ten years earlier the age profile of management applicant pool was somewhat
younger, but those whose ages ranged from 28 through 34 still constituted
27% (twice the percentage for law).

The Minnesota Study
In the fall of 2003, 1443 men and women with Minnesota addresses applied
for admission to ABA accredited law schools. Eighty-two percent of them
had addresses in the Twin Cities metropolitan area; eighteen percent
elsewhere in the state.
Since all the law schools in the state of Minnesota are located in the Twin
Cities, the first group had an option, not available to the second: they could
apply to one or more Minnesota institutions and, if admitted, attend law
school without moving. Indeed, because two of the Twin Cities schools offer
part-time programs, those with employment as well as residence in the
metropolitan area could pursue a JD without giving up either.

Of course, some of those whose mailing address at time of law school
application placed them in this population of Minnesotans or either of the
subgroups may have been at that address, temporarily, while pursuing their
undergraduate studies. Slightly more than a quarter of these 1443 applicants
(26.5%) were either in college or no more than a year out at the point of
application.
Our principal line of inquiry was whether the group of prospective JD students
within commuting distance of a law school (i.e. the set with Twin Cities
addresses) showed different patterns of application and ultimate choice of law
school than the group for whom law school attendance necessarily required a
move. Pursuing the hypothesis that such differences as might appear would
be more pronounced with older individuals and curiosity about whether there
might be gender differences as well we investigated those points as well.
First, looking at these two sets of law school applicants as distinct
populations, it appears that the group with addresses in the Twin Cities were
more likely to limit their applications to Twin Cities institutions or if they
applied to both in-state and out-of-state schools to attend a Minnesota school,
even when admitted out of state. (See Table 1.)
Moreover, the differences between these populations do grow more
pronounced with greater age. To begin, comparing the proportion of Twin
Cities to out-state applicants in the youngest age segment (those either in
college or no more than one year out at the point of application) to that in the
group more than years beyond graduation, it appears that older individuals
living in the Twin Cities are more likely to apply to law school than their
counterparts living elsewhere in the state. While out-state applicants represent
28 percent of the young Minnesota law school applicants, they represent only
11% of the older cohort. (The percentages for law school matriculants reveal
a similar spread.) In addition, the more senior applicants living in the Twin
Cities are far more likely than their younger counterparts to limit their
applicants to Minnesota schools and to matriculate in state. (See Tables 2 and
3.) Young out-state applicants are much less likely than their Twin City
counterparts to limit their applications to Minnesota schools, but only slightly
less likely, in the end, to attend one. (See Tables 2 and 3.)
In sum, at least as seen in Minnesota, the proximity of individuals to JD
education has evident effects on the threshold decision to apply to law school
and the subsequent decisions about where to apply and, ultimately, where to
attend – with these effects showing their force strength on men and women
more than ten years out from undergraduate study.
Are the consequences the same for men and women? They do seem to be
quite similar. The overall female/male ratio in the 2003 Minnesota applicant
population was 1.01 (slightly more women than men). That ratio holds

remarkably constant through most of the decision sets (where to apply, where
to attend). There appears to be one point of difference: women living in the
Twin Cities were less likely then men living there to limit their applications to
non-Minnesota schools. Their final matriculation decisions, however, showed
much the same pattern as their male counterparts.
Table 1.
Total population of applicants with Minnesota addresses, fall 2003
% limiting
% applying % of those
% of those
their
only to non- matriculating, matriculating,
applications
MN schools who
who
to MN
matriculated at matriculated at
schools
a MN
a non-MN
institution
institution
Twin Cities 46.34
14.05
70.06
29.94
applicants
Out-state
24.21
25.20
59.06
40.94
applicants

Table 2.
Applicants no more than one year past undergraduate study with Minnesota
addresses, fall 2003
% of
% limiting
%
% of total
% of those
total
their
applyi MN
matriculatin
MN
applications ng
matriculatin g at a law
applic to MN
only
g group of
school,
ant
schools
to
this age
matriculatin
group
nong at a MN
of this
MN
institution
age
schoo
ls
Twin Cities 71.80 34.55
15.63 71.12
60.00
applicants
Out-state
28.20 12.96
16.67 28.88
56.72
applicants
Table 3.
Applicants more than 10 years past their undergraduate degree with
Minnesota addresses, fall 2003
% of
% limiting
%
% of total
% of those
total
their
applyi MN
matriculatin
MN
applications ng
matriculatin g at a law
applic to MN
only
g group of
school,
ant
schools
to
this age
matriculatin
group
nong at a MN
of this
MN
institution
age
schoo
ls
Twin Cities 89.31 74.36
09.40 88.71
87.27
applicants
Out-state
10.69 64.29
21.43 11.29
71.43
applicants

% of those
matriculatin
g at a law
school,
matriculatin
g at a nonMN
institution
40.00
43.28

% of those
matriculatin
g at a law
school,
matriculatin
g at a nonMN
institution
12.73
28.57

Table 4.
Male applicants with Minnesota addresses, fall 2003
% of
% limiting
%
% of those
total MN their
applying matriculating
applicant applications only to
at a law
group
to MN
non-MN school,
schools
schools
matriculating
at a MN
institution
Total
49.55
40.00
17.48
67.44
Twin
40.89
43.05
15.76
69.52
Cities
applicants
Out-state 08.66
25.60
25.60
58.67
applicants
Table 5.
Female applicants with Minnesota addresses, fall 2003
% of
% limiting
%
% of those
total MN their
applying matriculating
applicant applications only to
at a law
group
to MN
non-MN school,
schools
schools
matriculating
at a MN
institution
Total
50.17
44.75
14.50
68.48
Twin
41.23
49.41
12.27
70.61
Cities
applicants
Out-state 08.94
23.26
24.81
59.46
applicants

% of those
matriculating
at a law
school,
matriculating
at a non-MN
institution
32.56
30.48
41.33

% of those
matriculating
at a law
school,
matriculating
at a non-MN
institution
31.52
29.39
40.54

Because gender is not indicated for four applicants the percentages of male
and female fall short of totaling 100%.
Table 6.
Female/male ratio among applicants with Minnesota addresses, fall 2003
Total
Those
Those
Those
Those
MN
limiting
applying matriculating matriculating
applicant their
only to
at a MN
at a non-MN
group
applications non-MN institution
institution
to MN
schools
schools
Total
1.013
1.133
.840
1.008
.961
Twin
1.008
1.157
.785
1.009
.958
Cities

applicants
Out-state .987
applicants

.938

1.000

1.000

.968

The panel
Introduce

Let me ask each of you representing non-law school programs to describe
your program and the distinctive characteristics of the population it reaches,
when compared with full-time residential programs offering the same degree.
Would you each compare the rigor of the program and its costs with those of
convention full-time instruction/
With students who are balancing work, family, and a rigorous academic
program how do you assure that the latter doesn’t get short shrift and that
students get the support they need?
One of the great strengths of full-time residential instruction is that it fosters
the development of community among students (and faculty) – leading
importantly to peer-peer learning and professional valuable networks. To
what extent is that lost in your program?
[All three – Yorks,
Turning to the two law school panelists lets start with the most radical model
(one quite comparable to the Cardean MBA program about which we’ve
heard from President Cox). The Concord School of Law exists (and provides
us a thriving example of what an online law school can be) only because
attendance at an ABA accredited law school is not a precondition for bar
admission in all 50 states. There is one important exception California.
[Siegel – 20]
Our final panelist represents a law school program that was, alas, still-born.
[Staudt – 15]
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Law-School-Centric View of JD Education

JD Education as Viewed by Propsective
Students
187 Schools - Essentially 1 Format

Major Points of Inflexibility
187 Schools - Essentially 1 Format

The Cumulative Message
"If you don't live within daily commuting range of a full
service law school facility you must move to get a JD,
with whatever consequences for job and family that
entails."

Consequences
• Many talented individuals forego a legal education.
• Choice among schools is severely constrained.
• Costs of a JD (out-of-pocket, relocation, opportunity) are
increased.

The MBA, by Contrast, Comes in Many
Formats

The JD Format Works Best for the
Young and Mobile

The JD and MBA Populations Compared

The JD and MBA Populations Compared

Minnesota - Diverse Law Schools,
but All in One Metro Area

Minnesota - Residence of Applicants

Minnesota - Young and Older Applicants

Why Not Offer Alternatives to
"Move or Commute" JD Education?
ABA Standards are a symptom, not a reason!
For more on alternative models of professional education,
see
http://www.law.cornell.edu/background/distance/otb/

